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I got to visit with more of my favorite drummers in the last few
months, and the learning process continues. I've learned that life has a
lot to do with choices, not everything that happens is because of your
choice, but a lot depends on it. I have my way of doing things and don't
mind direction when its well thought out. I don't do a lot of freelance
playing, and I suppose I should. I prefer playing with the same people
and improvisIng on what we're playing. Getting inside tunes that are
orchestrated by others I'm familiar with. That always seems to
justify drum schlepping - when I'm enjoying the vibe.
I try not accepting jobs that are too far away from my areas of
expertise, and I don't. My phone hasn't been ringing as much as I
would like it to but when it does, it always seems to fit the criteria
I've been happy to participate in. Participating being the keyword; unless
the money is too good to pass up. Let's face it when a negotiation is a
too much money to look away from; it's time to step up to the plate.
The good news at 69 I'm still enjoying life, and I'm inspired to teach,
write, lecture and write about it.
I can't fix all the worlds problems, but I'm continuing to be active in
its causes. I may be a pain in the ass sometimes, but it's usually
about fighting for what I believe in
.
Getting this issue organized took much longer than I had planned but
here it is and I hope you enjoy the information in it.
n

Plagiarism
copywriting, stealing and the line in the sand
by nic marcy
A few months ago I did some teaching for my friend Chris Bennett at the Austin School of Music, while he and his wife
went to The Chicago Drum Show. Chris was showing some "new old models" at his Bop Drum Sticks booth and needed a
sub.
One of Chris's students took a guitar lesson across the hall before coming in for his drum lesson. He hadn't played the
drums for very long, about six months. Chris had him working out of Lawrence Stone's Stick Control book, Ted Reed's
Syncopation, and doing some rock beats out of Carmine Appice's Realistic Rock book. I listened to him play his lesson
stuff, and he had an excellent perspective of what to play and how to play it in the short amount of time he'd been messing
with the drums. I wanted to teach him something fun and straightforward not difficult but memorable. I had shown a few
kids the drum fill that John Bonham came in with, on the classic rock tune Stairway to Heaven. Earlier, I'd written it out on
a notepad next to where I was sitting in Chris's studio. Thinking,"I've already got this written out; I'll show it to the guitar
playing drummer and possibly discuss some of the great thinking that went into that drum part."I show him the fill which
isn't anything complicated, but it's melodic and compelling. Bonham plays a flam on the snare; a hi-tom hit, a low tom hit
and a kick drum hit on the last note of the four eighth notes. It's kind of a lot with a little. I show it to the kid, and he goes
off on me about Jimmy Paige stealing the guitar solo from some other band, supposedly a group that warmed up the show
for Zeppelin one night.
In my calmest good-natured way, I tried to explain that maybe Paige heard it, retained it innocently, It was obviously a
great guitar solo if Jimmy Paige liked it enough to hear it over in his head. Maybe, he forgot about it, and it laid dormant in
his memory (guitar virtuoso toolbox) and one day he put his hand on the neck of his guitar, and something like it spilled
out. Maybe he was jamming Stairway to heaven, and the cache glands did what they do when we play, and some of the
solo or maybe two or three riffs spilled out in his solo. Should we be taking Jimmy Paige one of our greatest rock guitar
geniuses to court? Should we be calling the lawyers because he acknowledged, another guitar player's talent
subconsciously? Do we want to think that one of our most excellent rock musicians stole his way up the ladder?
The fact is we all have taken licks, we all have borrowed from the band Led Zeppelin. John Bonham has to be the most
transcribed drummer of all time. Do you think you have some Bonham in your drumming repertoire? Of course, you do,
even the jazz guys, the country guys, and the Latin guys. His drumming crossed over into every style, and it is a significant
existence in tons of music that has been recorded over the last 40 years or so. So no doubt we all go to school on great
musicians work, let's let egos and copywriter BS arguments be well thought out before making accusations. Hell, most of
what I teach is what I've learned from someone else.
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The "Spirit" struck me when I got home and came to find out the kid was kinda, sorta, right. It wasn't the guitar solo; it
was the melody and chord changes. I'm no lawyer, but to my knowledge, you can't copyright chord changes. Some
songwriters are not aware of this, but chord progressions, as such, are not protected by copyright and can be used by other
songwriters. You can own that melody, and that seems to have been the crux of the Spirit vs. Led Zeppelin case. When I
listen to the two tunes side by side, there is a definite similarity in the riff of ‘Stairway to Heaven’ vs. the riff in ‘Taurus."
The lawsuit was alleging that Led Zeppelin appeared with Spirit and they were aware of the song "Taurus." The track –
written by Randy California was on Spirit's debut album.
Some of my favorite devices for writing drum music comes out of the heads of Terry Bozzio, Terry O'Mahoney, and our
own Wayne Salzman II. Using musical terms or use of musical language not necessarily drumset-verbiage. Music
expression like fragmentation, orchestration, displacement, diminution, and screwing up my favorite drum beats with
those musical ideas. (Which by the bye are not considered music in the legal sense.)
Please play Jimi Hendrix's Crosstown Traffic 20 seconds to around 30 seconds into the song and listen to Mitch playing
and tell me that's not music, not a "drum song," and I'll kiss your butt on stage at your favorite club on Saturday night.
In the improbable event that you haven’t ever listened to the overplayed rock classic Stairway to Heaven. It has one of the
most exceptional drumming performances ever delivered by a rock drummer. John Henry Bonham, one of Rock's most
celebrated architects. Bonham waits about 4 minutes into the song and delivers arguably the most outstanding drum
performance ever recorded.
Before I went shooting my mouth off any further about copyrights, plagiarism, and stealing, I thought I'd go to my old
friend and ex-bandmate Mark Cawley, who has written, produced, and coached many song writer interns, on about a
million songs.
ADM Mark, we’re from the same little place in upstate New York, We played together for a few years, and those
memories are some of the best days I remember.
I’ve never asked were you born in the Triple City’s.?
MC I was born in Syracuse and moved around junior high-school years to Endwell, outside of Binghamton. Spent my
formative years in bands including Beggars Opera, Lived in Boston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, London and for the past
22 years in Nashville, Tennessee. At this point, I’ve lived longer in the south than the east!
ADM Signing with Terry Knight was your first big break, tell us a little about that experience.
MC Mind boggling. I thought I was making a trip to Indiana to write some songs for a band called The Chosen Few who
had a small label deal. I stayed over seven years as the album got made and came to the attention of Grand Funk manager
Terry Knight. Terry loved the record, flew us to New York, changed our name, song titles, shot a cover with Richard
Avedon and told us to get rid of everything and prepare to do a double album next and tour with Rod Stewart in a couple
of months. What happened next is legendary in music circles.Terry decided that the music should stand on its own, used
the Avedon Pic of only our backs, no name credits on the album, released it to generally great reviews and blitzed the US
with ads with billboards on Sunset Strip and double page ads in Rolling Stone. The idea backfired on record time as
reviews wrongly guessed it was a supergroup made up of Clapton, Winwood and more. When they found out, it was five
guys from Indiana they felt cheated, and the good reviews were replaced by some pissed off journalists. Terry called and
said we should probably go back and book the same club circuit we had just left and wait it out.
Winter 2017
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We spent the next 4 or 5 years getting out of the deal and finally landing on our feet signing with Mercury Records for
three albums and the hit “Dancing Shoes.” Toured with Fleetwood Mac, Hall and Oates, The Doobie Brothers as an
opening act and were able to headline theater size gigs in the heartland. I eventually left to move to LA in the early 80’s to
pursue my songwriting.
ADM You’ve had some pretty big hits what’s the biggest one you’ve had?
MC A song called “Day and Night” for a UK artist named Billie Piper, huge in the UK and Europe. I was writing a bunch
England, signed to a couple of different publishers there over the years including with Miles Copland and Stings company.
The song entered the charts at #1. I love the UK, and this was a thrill for me. Also, getting songs cut during those years by
some of my idols was the best part. Tina Turner, Joe Cocker, Diana Ross, Chaka Khan and more. Selling around 16
million to date. Working with the Spice Girls was a trip as well as writing songs for other artists I admired like Wynonna
Judd, Will Downing, and Paul Carack. I love writing for great singers.
ADM You've written, co-written, produced and coached about a "million songs," how do you know when you're
plagiarizing and how do you know when you're not?
MC It’s such a tricky area these days due to some giant law suits. There are no hard and fast rules. It helps me to have
grown up in an era where I heard all kinds of music and can reference it anytime. I know if something I hear sounds overinfluenced. If I’m coaching a writer, I’ll let them be influenced because we all are, then point out any similarities and have
them revisit their song. In the end, it’s a judgment call. How much is “inspired by” and how much is “lifted”.
ADM I listened to the Taurus tune by Spirit, and I thought it certainly had a similar melody. Have you listened to it and
Stairway to Heaven?
MC Yep. Also, read the stories of Jimmy Page going to see the band. That stuff seeps into your subconscious and makes
its way into something else. At least that’s what I choose to believe in this case.
ADM I feel like I’ve stolen from Led Zeppelin a million times, I went to school there, and I know you did too. What do
you think the line in the sand should be?
MC We’re all influenced by what we grew up on and what we listen to today. I know my songs have a bit of whatever I
loved as a kid, Beatles, Stones, and Motown. It’s what you can bring to them in the form of something new and fresh and
how much of yourself you add to the mix. That’s where it becomes original.
Led Zeppelin was found not guilty in their
plagiarism trial regarding the classic
“Stairway to Heaven.” The jury came back
unanimous in its decision favoring the band in
the case.
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Why Are The Rudiments Still Important?
By Ron Tierno
A standard piece of advice for any young drummer would be to “practice the rudiments!” But, unless you plan on playing
in a marching band, why is that good advice? They were written for the field drum, (side drum) used by a line of
drummers playing in cadence form, or accompanying martial (military style) music. Why is that relevant for someone
playing the drum set in the 21st century?
In the same way that Wynton Marsalis is an ambassador of jazz who encourages young students to go back and learn the
history of that genre to become complete players, drummers should develop the technique that rudiments provide, and
grow from there.
I was recently in Germany and saw an exhibit at the National Military Museum in Dresden entitled ‘Formations.’ It
highlighted the fact that, up until the American revolution, tight military formations were the norm. The exhibit had an
excellent description of how drums were utilized on the battlefield, before more sophisticated types of communication.
Except for “They converted orders into signals,” the role of a modern drummer in performance serves a recognizably
similar purpose in today’s music. We set the tempo, influence dynamics, and hold the group together. So let’s examine a
bit of the history before we look at where we’re at today.
Because uniformity and clarity of sound are of utmost importance to a drumline, a universal syllabus was necessary.
Drum manuals that listed snare drum exercises, called rudiments, began appearing in 1810. In 1862, Bruce and Emmett
published The Drummer’s and Fifer’s Guide. Gardiner Strube issued Drum and Fife Instructor in1869.
Here’s an example of ‘converting orders into signals’ published in 1861 from The Army Drum And Fife Book:
I’d hate to be the drummer that couldn’t play a roll that indicated “cease firing!”
In 1933 N.A.R.D. (National Association of Rudimental Drummers) added the single stroke roll to the 25 that Strube
listed. They called them the “26 Standard Rudiments.”
In 1984, the Percussive Arts Society updated the standard by adding European rudiments to create ‘The 40 International
Drum Rudiments.”
It’s amazing how little the rudiments have changed over hundreds of years. Over time, advancements made in equipment
have had a significant impact on the quality of performance using those same rudiments. The invention of the knee rest,
metal tension rods, plastic heads, kevlar heads, and the wide variety of drumsticks available now have all contributed to
the enhanced performance level and sound quality we have today. It is exciting to see an intricate cadence performed by
both high school and college drumlines and more traditional military units such as the U.S. Army “Hellcats.”
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Make Your Snare Technique Sing!
Improve your reading skills.
Expand your solo ideas.
Think melodically!
The Melodic Snare Drummer takes a different approach to snare drum solos. It is
designed for intermediate-to-advanced
players with good rudimental reading
skills. However, the writing is not inspired
by a cadence or drumline march music.
Instead, each solo follows the melody,
instrumental solos and rhythm section
groove from recorded tracks by George
Benson. Even though these recordings
date back to the mid-1970s, they are
classics and provide rhythmically accurate ideas to challenge the reader. They
are all available on CD or mp3.

“. . . Not only was the book
tremendously fun to work
on, but, it really helped
me get the core idea of my
clinic across to students!”
Neil Grover, Boston Pops / Clinician

“Rudiments are the staple
of every drummer’s diet
regardless of stylistic preference or genre and their value
can never be overstated. The
Melodic Snare Drummer is
a creative, challenging, well
thought-out book.”
Jon Hazilla , Jazz artist / Berklee

Contact us to order!
Item: TRY1159 / Retail $16.95
MelodicSnare_FLYER.indd 1

The
Melodic Snare
Drummer
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“The book also
addresses playing in time and
to a groove! Drummers always have to groove,
swing, keep time, in everything they do. I’ve
had excerpts of these solos for years and I’m
so happy that Ron Tierno has put together
this collection of solos in one book.”
Billy Drummond, Jazz artist / Julliard / NYU

Watch Ron’s video:
https://youtu.be/SMlPpRkA9Lo
Professional Drum Shop / Try Publishing Co.
854 Vine Street, Hollywood, CA 90038 • www.ProDrumShop.com
Ph (323) 469-6285 • Fx (323) 469-0440
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For in-your-face, progressive use of the rudiments, there is a Swiss group called Top Secret Drum Corps that performs
some of the most incredible precision drumline routines you will ever see! They are a modern, non-military unit in the
Basel drumming tradition that is derived from Swiss Army drumming style dating back to the Middle Ages.
Scottish pipe drumming uses rudiments in a unique way that creates a non-rigid swing-like feel. Much of the music is
written in 6/8 time, so it has a half-time shuffle quality as well. You may not be a fan of bagpipes, but check out the chops
of Scottish snare drummer Michael Eagle.
A DCI (Drum Corp International) champion group from Thailand called “E-Sam” performs barefoot and wears native
costumes. They incorporate gongs and finger cymbals, but their snare drummers still use a traditional rudimental
technique.
One of my teachers, the legendary Sam Ulano, loved to debate the importance of the rudiments. He was born in 1920 and
played and taught drums his entire life (he died at age 94). You might conclude that he was a traditionalist who defended
the importance of rudiments. However, he was adamant in his belief that rudiments were out of date and a waste of
practice time. After developing a good roll and paradiddle, he felt that the rudiments of the drum set should be the focus.
Keep good jazz time, rock time, waltz, shuffle, odd-meters, latin, Afro-Cuban, samba, bossa, brush patterns, improvise
soloing, and most importantly, be able to read anything an arranger puts in front of you!
The next generation of drummers should continue this discussion and find the right balance for the future of drumming.
Ron Tierno is the author of ‘The Melodic Snare Drummer.’ A collection of snare drum solos that use unique combinations
of rudiments to play along with George Benson jazz-pop classics. He teaches at Maxwell Vintage Drums in NYC.
References:
National Military Museum -Dresden, Germany
Robin Engleman-A Brief Note on Drum Rudiments
National Association of Rudimental Drummers (N.A.R.D.)
Percussive Arts Society - pas.org
U.S. Army Hellcats -West Point, NY
Top Secret Drum Corps - Basel, Switzerland
Michael Eagle -Scottish Drumming Clinic 4/24/12
Drum Corps International -E-Sam Drumline

In researching this article, I found a treasure
trove of rudimental drum history in 2009
article by Robin Engleman
https://robinengelman.com/?s=a+brief+note+on+drum+
rudimentsrobinengleman.com He was a founding member of
the precision ensemble NEXUS and taught at the Eastman
School of Music
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The Third Eye
by nic marcy
This article is the result of a favorite and informative session with an outstanding musician friend. I will remember and
cherish this discussion with drummer Steve Schwelling for a very long time.
I have been fortunate to sit with some of the more powerful and influential voices of our drumming community and have
enjoyed many thought-provoking conversations. Schwelling’s subject matter and topical choices, however, are ones that
will resonate and have an impact on my thinking for years to come.
From my perspective As a teacher explaining the reasons to hit in a particular fashion and explaining why it’s profoundly
relative to the music a student is attempting to play can be an excruciatingly repetitive task. Often, a constant talking point
that feels like it's never fully accepted. Continually reassuring this staple in teaching can be tiring. Sitting down with a
friend that is just that, a great musician that spends a good portion of his existence on that significant but often disregarded
apportionment of playing an instrument is a personal affirmation that my work is not a waste of time; that my teaching is
meaningful and valid.
Our conversation was a disclosure of how he explores the depth of that subject and can articulate it so well. The process of
actually trying to teach a beginner or intermediate what Steve is capable of expressing might just be an impossible journey
for teaching the beginner to intermediate. The length of time these students have been studying the instrument may not be
adequate to conceptualize this process. The concept is for the seasoned and advanced musician, who is ready to deliver the
complete package.
Steve was born in Sharon Pennsylvania and moved to Austin in 1978, looking to start a western swing band with Paul
Glass and Shawn Colvin, which never came to fruition. However, he was able to secure a gig with western swing icon Ray
Benson and Asleep at the Wheel. Schwelling is a hard-working musician who knows what to deliver when he's called to
play, and at 61 years young, hasn’t lost the passion for trying to improve on what I think is damn close to the perfect
rhythmic environment for the types of gigs he's accepting. Schwelling is a local Austin drummer who has done it all a
little bit and done it a lot.
Our conversation evolved into a master class at focusing on the right things, the small overlooked nuances and details a
seasoned musician attends to in order to deliver a product that exceeds the level of requirement for the work and
enhancing the experience for every single individual in the room. Steve has all the chops it takes to stand out on any song
he participates in, however, he chooses not to. He precisely and consistently plays what it takes to make the tune as
genuine as possible. His viewpoint isn't typical by any measure, and it demands years of listening and playing to find that
space. It also requires a certain amount of personal restraint.
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Steve said he had developed a third eye: we talked about what that means, and I hope we all can think in that direction and
add it to our musical persona. The notion was due in part from a narrative brought forth to him by drumming virtuoso
Johnny Vidacovich. Schwelling wants the music to feel right, he wants it genuine, and he wants everyone he plays with to
enjoy the environment he creates and the atmosphere it brings to the party.
This interview with Steve Schwelling was shortly after the Las Vegas homegrown terrorist attack where more than 500
people were shot and injured, and fifty-eight murdered with absolute mayhem taking place while people were trying to
enjoy a concert being given by Jason Aldean. We couldn't stop thinking about it. Steve had watched a video showing
pandemonium in the audience. It was beyond frightening- it was terrifying, and it has become a part of living in the United
States.
ADM: I was in touch with Rich Redmond (drummer with Jason Aldean) the morning after and he was unequivocally
shaken by the horrific experience, yet somehow thankful that a miracle of a sort had happened for all the band and crew.
Not one person injured after this the worst mass shooting ever. Since it happened, journalist’s photos have become
symbolic images of the Vegas shooting.
Schwelling: It's unbelievably scary to think about this happening so frequently, I play outdoor venues a lot. It's horrifying
to think that someone might start shooting. When I play in the future, I will have to think about the possibility of this sort
of craziness. Is there going to be shooting while I’m out here doing my job? Will some insane person decide to start
shooting at everybody? It’s more than scary to try and come to terms with that possibility.
Steve went to Berklee for a few years in the early seventies about the time when the first Real Book began floating around.
He said, "I remember there would always be someone selling fake books in the lobby of the school." Steve went to Berklee
around the same time that Kenwood Dennard and Vinnie Colaiuta attended. With a little fortuitous luck, he managed to run
into them in the practice rooms and got to hang out with Kenwood and Vinnie a little. Vinnie enlightened Steve about Peter
Erskine, whom he wasn't familiar with at the time.
(In 1972 Erskine had joined the Stan Kenton Orchestra. After three years with Kenton, he joined Maynard Ferguson for a
few years. In 1978, he began with Weather Report, joining Jaco Pastorius in the rhythm section, and the rest, of course, is
history.)
ADM: How about that food your family paid for at Berklee?
Schwelling: I remember being hungry all the time because I wasn’t able to eat the food they served in the dorm. Finances
at that time were pretty lean and ‘bought food’ all the time wasn't a viable option. So, I stayed pretty thin and trim back in
those days.
ADM: What did you do to entertain yourself?
Schwelling: I would go downtown to the combat zone, where there were a lot of strip joints and biker bars, to listen to
some great musicians. A good number of the best drummers in school would be playing down there often. I promise I
wasn't going down there to see the strippers.
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ADM: You have been a drumming staple here in Austin since 1978, what changes have you experienced since back then?
Schwelling: Lately I've been playing with a lot of younger singer-songwriters and some very talented musicians that suffer some
harsh challenges that they wouldn't have faced when I was their age. The odds of getting a recording deal back then and launching a
career were much better. Their chances now have significantly diminished. To stay afloat now you have to be ready to accept
anything, any type of gig, and you need to be prepared to make "the car tour." It's all about building a fan base on your own and
making a grassroots effort. You don't have the luxury of a record company exposing your work to a mass audience. Radio is dead,
except maybe Sirius. Audiences aren't regional like they used to be. They aren't listening as much, and there isn't the kind of loyalty
that was widespread. There is allegiance, but it's much narrower. When we were younger, you would check out the liner notes and
see who played on the album and you would check out those musicians’ music. That's how I broadened my interests, educated
myself, and that's how I discovered John McLaughlin - from a Miles Davis record. Today a musician's whole catalog is at your
fingertips, yet the audience seems to be more “siloed,” a more narrow listening point than ever before. Everyone seems to be
informed in a specific genre, compartmentalized, and not varied in larger horizons. That shortens the list of musical possibilities
drastically.
ADM: What gigs are you playing these days that you enjoy?
Schwelling: I'm sixty-one, and I enjoy all my gigs. At this point, I'm feeling as though I'm running a victory lap. This week I’ll be
playing at the Brass Tap in Round Rock with Devan Jones. Devan’s an excellent Old School Blues and Jump Blues roots guy. This
band is one that I strongly recommend coming out to enjoy. Devan has settled into a sound reminiscent of the Rhythm & Blues
artists of the 40's and 50's such as Roy Brown, Guitar Slim, Ray Charles, T-Bone Walker and B.B. King. I’m involved in a project
with Russ Scanlon, and the Undisclosed Recipients, sort of a musical collective playing the compositions of John Lennon
reimagined in Blues, African, and Brazilian music. I'm also playing with a really great rock band called The Forgotten Prophets. I
frequently play with Jenny Parrott, also with Silas Lowe and The Liabilities. I play with Bob Livingston, the Austin Jazz Workshop,
and Rick McRae, and I am working on a project with Erin Ivey and Chuck Pinnell. I'm also producing a project with Danny Barnes
called Suspenders of Judgement.
ADM: When did you move to Austin?
Schwelling: I moved to Austin with a Western swing band in 1978 and have made Austin my home ever since. I worked a day job
and played at night in the early years, to get by. Other than a year in New York City where I studied with Bob Moses and spent lots
of time in the clubs hearing all my heroes, I have lived and worked here in Austin.
ADM: Didn't you play with Ray Benson for a while?
Schwelling: I played with Asleep at the Wheel in 1981. I recorded the “Pasture Prime” album with them. I stayed with Asleep at the
Wheel for about a year.
ADM: You must have a pretty mean shuffle to play that gig.
Schwelling: I'm a fan of Louis Jordan and have spent a lot of time listening and learning from that Jump Blues era.
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ADM: Can you elaborate on the term “ Jump Blues?”
Schwelling: Jump blues has a heavy backbeat. The thing that distinguishes it from the big band music is that heavy backbeat. It was
prevalent from about 1945-55. After the war, smaller bands split off from the big bands into bebop and Jump Blues, which I see as
branches from the same historical root - big band jazz. Jump blues is often an up-tempo style of blues. It's usually played by small
groups and features guitar, piano, saxophone and sometimes brass instruments. It was popular in the mid-1940s into the 50s and
was a precursor to rhythm and blues and rock'n'roll. From my limited historical understanding, I see the evolution eventually
leading to early R&B, which was early rock'n'roll. Appreciation of jump blues was renewed in the 1990s as part of the swing
revival.
ADM: I love the shuffles played by Jimmy Vincent who played with Louie Prima.
Schwelling: That's it, that's right in there with jump blues music.
ADM: I was introduced to a shuffle by Earl Palmer who played with Little Richard. I lived on a street with two drummers that were
a little older than I am, one of them sat me down at his drums and had me play with Little Richard's Lucille and Rip It Up to learn
how to play a shuffle.
Schwelling: It's hard to beat Earl Palmer: then there was a straight-eighth shuffle. Not many people could do it. Palmer played
straight eighths on those Little Richard recordings for instance, but when you watch videos of the drummers on tour, they usually
were swinging it. The feel was just like that through the fifties and most of the 60s, not exactly straight, it swung a little bit. That's
what I enjoy most about playing rock'n'roll: to find the pocket and the real nuance. The groove is really in the cracks. The more
modern stuff is strictly on the eighth note and sixteenth note grid, it's straighter.
ADM: Noise Gates and Pro tools take a lot out of it.
Schwelling: It can, yeah!
A friend of mine an extraordinary drummer was doing a session, and the producer asked him if he could make his drumming sound
more like rain, "I want it to sound more like the wind.” The producer kept going on like this and finally my friend couldn't stand it
any longer. He got up off his drum kit walked over to the producer and said, "I'm out of here, you can use my drums, I'll call
somebody else for you, "I'm done.”
Myself, I try to listen to that stuff, I try to give them what they want, and it feels great when I nail it. I didn't come here thinking I
was going to sound like rain and snow and wind, but I did it. I try to listen to what people want. Sometimes that's difficult, but if I
decipher what they are asking for, I feel like I’ve really accomplished something. I try to make everyone happy. I've walked away
from sessions feeling unhappy or disappointed about my work personally but seeing the people I've worked for gratified, that made
me feel good. I would rather walk away having done that than being satisfied that I played something self-fulfilling and other
people not being happy. Nothing feels better to me than seeing that everyone around me had a great time. As drummers, we have a
unique ability to provide that. We can't control all the variables, but my evolution has come to something that I realized through my
conversations with Johnny Vidacovich:
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a "Third Eye." The Third Eye is the awareness of everything that's going on. Without dwelling on each moment, I'm hyper-aware of
everything that's happening. If I have to adjust the feel a little bit or my volume a little bit, I'm doing that, but at the same time, I'm
observing the time, I'm monitoring the vocalist, and I might also be checking out the lyrics to make sure that I am spiritually and
emotionally connected with that. There is a lot of stuff going on, but it's my Third Eye that's keeping me mindful of all of that. That's
the place where I'm at now when performing. I used to deal with stuff like being obsessed with time or being obsessed with bringing
the fire. Or worrying about the bass player playing too loud or that the monitors suck. I don't dwell on any of that, I try to be
performing in the moment and staying in the best possible frame of mind. If I hadn't developed this idea, it would have been
impossible for me to continue all these years. I'm not there for the glory of it; I'm providing a service to the other musicians I play
with, making it as good as it can be at that moment in time. Recently I did a gig in the wine section of a store at a strip mall. The
music was beautiful, and it turned out to be one of the best jobs I've played in a while. One thing that never changes, regardless of
the conditions, is music. As long as you keep it about the music, it's okay.
If you can play music and pay your rent, then you're a success. I still feel inspired to spend every day working on my art. Meeting
new people or hanging with my old friends and just making music: it's a privilege, it really is. I love all the different ways of playing
music and what nuances distinguish that music - playing in Austin over the years and learning styles that are consequential to the
music played here. I like playing a good country shuffle, like a Ray Price shuffle. I love knowing stylistic distinctions, knowing the
difference between a Chicago Shuffle, a Texas Shuffle or a Jump Blues Shuffle. I love understanding those differences; bringing
those fine points to the game, I take a lot of pride in that.
I probably spend more time researching and listening than I do playing my instrument. I think for me the hard part has always been
choosing what to practice. What's the most important thing for me to work on? It's obvious when I have a gig coming up. If I know,
we're doing all this Jimmy Rogers, Jimmy Reed, and Muddy Waters stuff, OK I'm gonna immerse myself in that music. I'm always
listening. In one day I might go from listening to my favorite bluegrass band to listening to Keith Jarrett. I try to focus so that the
music has the right attitude and feel to it. Also repertoire- I'm always learning more repertoire, widening my areas of expertise. The
back catalog of all these different styles of music is so massive. The best you can hope for is to familiarize yourself with the
markers. You can get away with some generic beat, or you can go to the original recording and know the original recording had this
going on and a cover had this other stuff going on in it. So, if you see those things you can bring a lot more to the table. I think
studying and researching is essential to everything you’re doing,
I spent a year curating and studying for a project I produced, Suspenders of Judgment. And, it still felt like it wasn't enough. It's like
a painting. It's never really finished, but at some point, you have to be able to let go of it.
ADM: You study with Johnny V., do you travel to New Orleans?
Schwelling: No, Philip Marshall, has been good at getting Johnny here about once a year. He stays at my place, and we visit, and I
get to hang with him for a few days. I’ve learned so much from John. His insight and his experience are just so incredible. He sees
things in a way that is unique, and it's really helped me.
My Tabla study has fallen off, but I just can't keep everything going. My tabla guru, Gourisankar Karmakar, is so generous. In the
five years that I have studied with him, he has given me enough for a lifetime. When I was serious about the tabla, I would spend
about three hours per day during the week and five hours a day on the weekends. I don't even consider myself an intermediate
player.
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A lady from the audience once asked me, how hard is it to play drums? The thing that popped into my head is, “It's no
harder than trying to learn to be a brain surgeon.” Actually, I think it's probably harder.
Steve regularly performs with, The Forgotten Prophets, Jenny Parrott, Silas Lowe, Rick McRae, and Devan Jones.
Steve Schwelling’s select discography:
The Forgotten Prophets, The End, The Empress;
Silas Lowe, Wandering Father Forgotten Son; Jenny Parrott, When I Come Down; Various Artists, Dark River-Songs of
the Civil War Era; Danielle Reich, While They Were Dancing; Pricilla Badhwar, Mademoiselle; George Carver, Small
Art; Suzi Stern, Romancing the Dark; Peter Stoltzman Trio, Live at Casa Karen, Walk the Path; Terry Bowness,
Regeneration; Rich Harney, Sessions; Maryann Price, The Real Deal; Alex Coke, Iraqnophobia; Bad Livers, Newton Boys
Motion Picture Soundtrack, Blood and Mood, Industry and Thrift; Susanna Sharpe, A Musica das Almas; Asleep at the
Wheel, Pasture Prime; Paul Glass, One More Night, The Road to Home; Elias Haslanger, Standards; Betty Elders,
Peaceful Existence.
Cover Photo by Charles Chuck Wright
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Keith Carlock is without a shadow of doubt one of the incomparable drummers
on the planet. He is from Clinton, Mississippi, and swamp beats seem to be the
foundation of this unbelievably funky, rhythmic, musical monster. He studied with
my friend George Lawrence and attended North Texas State University.
Carlock who has played with Wayne Krantz, Steely Dan, James Taylor, Donald
Fagen, Walter Becker, John Mayer, Sting, and Chris Botti. Keith voted the best Pop,
Fusion, and all around drummer in Modern Drummer's Readers Poll. Kieth is also a
member of the Mississippi Musicians Hall of Fame.
Wayne Krantz signed with record label Abstract Logix to release his first studio
record in over fifteen years. Krantz Carlock Lefebvre (2009) features the core trio of
Keith Carlock on drums, Tim Lefebvre on bass, and Wayne on guitar. This trio's long
occupancy at New York's 55 Bar used to be recorded each night. Although Krantz
had access to a recording studio, he has kept the same improvisational live
performance approach, augmenting it with some unorthodox vocals. Krantz, Tim
Lefebvre (bass) and Keith Carlock (drums), as always create an ensuing funked-up
jam on the recording.
Carlock starts the tune out with what the Army band guys call "rimming it," and on
the B section begins time in his unique swamp-based and highly technical funk-shit
that no mere human can coordinate over the eight-bar phrases.
(God bless our friend and drum-mate John Kerr for deciphering this wickedness...)
BILLY DRUMMOND: PROFESSOR OF JAZZ DRUMS AT JULLIARD AND NYU SAYS...
The Melodic Snare Drummer is a wonderful collection of imaginative, unique, practical and musical
adaptions of Rudimental Style and Orchestral Style snare drum solos that are very challenging and
fun to play. They help to develop hand technique and control which are key to being able to play the
drums well. The book also addresses playing in time and to a groove! Drummers always have to
groove, swing, keep time, in everything they do.I've had excerpts of these solos for years and I'm so
happy that Ron Tierno has put together this collection of solos in one book. It's one of the very few
books I use in my teaching at Juilliard and New York University.
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Beyond The Pulse Of Jazz
by nic marcy
I started writing a follow-up to the Pulse of Jazz book a few years ago. Joe B. informed me that follow-ups didn't do well. I
liked the idea of using modern time-keeping methods and transitioning to solos. I have never been a four-bar solo expert so
digging into the subject seemed intriguing.
I had a version of the book complete when PASIC was in San Antonio and was going to tote it along to try and sell it to a
publisher. About that time I received an issue of Percussive Notes Magazine and read an article about The Drummer's
Cookbook Volume II by John Pickering and bought one. Playing through it, I thought this is too much like my book except
it had the old time keeping concept. It also had what I considered superior solo ideas. So, I shelved my idea and started
writing another book.
I recently hit the wall with my newer book idea and decided to revisit the solo book with the modern timekeeping. I've
really ended up writing an entirely new book. I wanted to add another dimension to it and began adding some art to the
exercises. My thinking was to put the student in a warmer environment for practicing.
I was especially fond of these ideas and thought I would share them...
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afro-cuban ambience
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Passionate about vintage drums and cymbals?

We’re passionate about making the perfect sticks to play them.

Feel The Rhythm & Groovz
Modern 5B with a Classic Taper • RHYTHM & GROOVZ - L: 16 1/4” D: .590”
Bopworks is THE vintage stick company specializing in authentic reproductions of vintage stick models.
With the Rhythm & Groovz, we have applied some of the design elements of those vintage sticks into
longer and thicker modern sizes. If you’re a 5A or 5B player, who wants to go with a thinner or lighter
model for softer playing, the Rhyhm & Groovz makes a great alternative–with the same grip thickness that
you’re used to, but with a longer taper, offering a softer feel and more bounce off the tip.

Mel’s Take on the 5A • MEL LEWIS SIGNATURE - L: 15 1/8” D: .540”

Birdland’s Big Brother • WEST COAST - L: 15 13/16” D: .520”

The One That Started It All • BIRDLAND - L: 15 15/16” D: .500”

Classic Taper & Triangle Tip • 40’s SWING CLASSIC - L: 16” D: .515”

The Message of Art • ART BLAKEY SIGNATURE - L: 16” D: .530”

The Stick With Soul • MEMPHIS R&B - L: 16” D: .570”
For more information: www.bopworks.net
They were onto something back then… Bopworks Drumsticks was
formed to create genuine, faithful replications of the designs that
produced a sound and feel not possible with those found in the modern
market. Bopworks Drumsticks are custom made in the USA from
American Hickory with vintage machinery similar to that used to make
the original drumsticks.

I62_BOPWORKS_ad2.indd 11

10/3/17 12:02 AM
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Origins of Drum-Related Terminology: The Kick Drum
by Chris Bennett
The alert reader will no doubt recall my ground breaking article in the 1999 issue of Not So Modern Drummer, “Drums and Bagpipes "-an
endangered Species?” I’m am happy to report that due to the awareness generated by this article, Bagpipe assaults have declined dramatically, save
for the occasional miscreant with an axe to grind.
In the continuing quest to gain insight into this wonderful instrument called the drum set, we now set out to examine the origin of the term “kick” as
used in reference to the bass drum.
While many contemporary players are used to this adjective, upon further reflection some of us will no doubt recall the days when the phrase ‘bass
drum” in essence defined the instrument.
Many drummers assume the term emerged from the late 70”s, early 80’s coined by Sound Reinforcement Personnel (SRP). These, of course, are the
people who never get the monitor mix correct. As the drummer stuffed his bass drum with more and more sound absorbing materials, attempting to
recreate the current studio bass drum sound (in reality a closed miked stuffed bear being hit with a sledgehammer) the SRP would yell; “Kick that
thing! I can’t hear it!!” As logical as it might appear at first, the origin has somewhat of a more, uh, bizarre origin.
Thusly, I now set out to place the appearance of the word “Kick” in it’s rightful place in drum history, lest its origin be forever lost. This was not as
easy a task as one might imagine, many false accounts abound and were it not for a set of fortuitous circumstances, the actual reason may never
have been revealed.
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My encounter with the origin of the term began in an unusual way while on vacation, visiting a rather rundown establishment in Miltonberry,
Vermont in the summer of 2000. On a warm, rainy, June evening I chanced to strike up a conversation with the proprietor who, upon learning I
played drums, proceeded to wax poetically about his first love, German Marching Band Music, seconded only by his undying passion for Swing
Music of the 1990’s.
“ Ayup,” he proclaimed, wiping his ashtray vigorously, “That swing music just sets year feet a tappin! The beat from that incessant kick drum is
better than sex for me!”
Given his appearance and somewhat, ah, eclectic taste in certain music, I refrained from remarking on the obvious.
“Did you know,” I asked, “That in the old days that was referred to as a bass drum?”
“Ha, he remarked, swatting at an errant mosquito and missing, ”that fellah over there tells a similar story. You two oughta get together” he pointed a
rather unkempt finger at a bearded gentleman sitting at table on the side of the bar furthermost from the jukebox. “He claims he was there when this
record fellah coined the term.”
Encouraged, I walked to the gentleman, who was playing checkers with a vengeance. I introduced myself, related the barman’s claim and asked if
he could relay the story.
His name, as it turns out was Michael Strongmartin. Record aficionados will no doubt recall his engineering prowess on numerous Rock and R&B
albums of the 70’s and 80’s. His work on the unreleased
Steely Dan album “Rona’s Fault” was nominated for a Grammy in 1982.
Upon settling in with a Molson ale, he relayed the story thusly...
“ I was in LA finishing up the final mix for the Dead Mollys when I got a call from Chris Finch at Sony Records to see If I could help with
engineering the new record for Joe Blegley and the Damned. Their last two albums, if you remember anything about the 80’s, went platinum before
they were even recorded.
They had a brand new producer, Marty Biglione, brand new in that he’d never produced a band before. But, he had lots of experience in Vegas He
was somehow hired by Sony to produce the next album for Joe and company...
I met Marty and his assistants, Rocko and Vinnie, at the studio as the band was finishing setting up. I did the usual, you know, “Thrilled to be
working with you”, etc. He kind of grunted something and kept looking at the knobs on the mixing console.
“We needa a major hit here, make sure these things are lined up right” I told him sure no problem, let us get set up and we’ll be ready with a rough
mix in a few hours.
He said, “Great, we’re goin to lunch”.
When they got back, the mix was smokin’ and Stu-guitar, Jimmy-bass player and the and Freddy-drums were layin’ the basic tracks for” Teen Age
Slime” and Marty just stood there listenin’ and noddin’ his head.
Then, it happened. Marty pointed to the slider on the mixing console that had “Bass Drum” an said “Get that Bass drum up in there” only he
pronounced it B-A-S-S-, you know, like the fish! I thought, Jesus! Well, up in the mix it went, and Marty grins and says “Yeah, Solid!, It kicks
ASS! right guys?” Rocko and Vinnie nodded in unison and Vinnie says, “ Yeah the BASS drum is killer!” Again with the fish! I thought, what am I
gonna say? I mean, correct this guy? Yeah right... So Marty says he’s goin’ to make a couple of calls and then we could start on the project.
He leaves and there’s silence. Then Walt, my assistant, goes “Yeah! the B-A-S-S drum is happenin’!” into the talkback mic. And the band, who
heard all this, cracks up. “Yeah! Says Freddie, I’m bringing in a 26” TROUT the next time we record....” “Yeah, says Jimmy, that’s what Bonham
used...” “Nah”, said Stu, “It was a 26” HALIBUT!” ” HA HA HA...” And everyone’s in hysterics, ya know, until Rick says. “Who’s gonna tell
Marty he’s wrong?”
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Well, you coulda heard a pin drop. Everyone get real serious as they visualize their bodies with broken bones and black and blue marks.
I go, “Guys, we gotta fix this, quick!!” There’s dead silence, and then Walt goes, “Wait, Marty said the drum KICKS ass, right???” We all look at
him like he’s nuts. “ No, really, I’m serious, pull the tape off and relabel it” He grabs some tape and before I can stop him, rips off the “bass drum”
label and writes “KICK DRUM” on a new piece of tape, and sticks it on the console just as Marty comes back into the control room.
“Yo. Marty,’ says Walt, pointing to the console, “we loved the use of the work “Kick” in there so we thought we’d use your term, do ya mind?”
Marty looks at Walt like he’s nuts, and then he remembers, “Oh yeah, Kick ass! Yeah, it’s all yours...”
Well, of course, Joe Blegley’s vocals made that tune and album multi platinum, and before long every producer in LA is using KICK drum as the
new hip term. I never dared tell anyone because who wants to
admit they were a wimp and responsible for a term in a bizarre situation like that?. .Sound guys began using it and it sort of spread from there.
A few years later, I got fed up with LA and moved here to raise cats.
Marty’s success as a producer continued its rise until his untimely death in a freak meteor shower in 1989, and there you have it.”
I left mister Strongmartin at the table that evening, somewhat inebriated but relieved, and myself somewhat subdued by the events he related, but
glad in a small way that a mystery had been unraveled. After all, what other tricks has fate played in small historical events that have unknowingly
shaped our lives as drummers? The Hi Hat? The Splash Cymbal? The Trap Case? The list could be endless...
Now, the RACK tom...
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